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Abstract
In this paper the author/composer will discuss her
mixed media work ‘An Opera of Clouds’ with
reference to the perception and experience of Time
and Space in a performance or installation context.
“An Opera of Clouds” is a hybrid work consisting of
chamber music, electroacoustic composition and
spoken text with live sound diffusion and video
projections.  Through combining these different
technologies and performance media the work aims
to explore various temporalities and imaginary
spaces.  This paper will discuss the compositional
process and structure of “An Opera of Clouds” and,
by focussing on the use of audio and visual
technology in the work, will explore the composer’s
approach to  perceptual Time and Space.  Critical
analysis and discussion will be based on the aesthetic
and temporal theories of Susanne Langer and
Jonathan Kramer as well as referring to the work of
Sean Cubitt on the aesthetics of digital art and
Gaston Bachelard’s seminal work ‘The Poetics of
Space’.

In this paper I will discuss the relationships between
the technologies incorporated in the work and the
different levels of interaction between the sonic,
visual and spatial elements.  This interaction of
technologies is central to the articulation and
animation of the main themes of “An Opera of
Clouds” – the strangeness and intensity of human
experience, distance and disembodiment, and our
perceptions of time and space.  The use of various
audio and visual technologies has allowed me to
create a work which is part performance, part
installation and which attempts to find new contexts
for musical expression.

 […] the violent clouds announcing them, the bloom
of carnal waters and the cries,

abrupt and wordless, which presented them:
they are yet present, rumoured wings in rooms

where doors and windows shudder shut against them

from ‘Angels’
by Alison Croggon

Art has always been perceived and understood
primarily through the senses. Painting is a visual art-
form; a sculpture can be both visual and tactile;
theatre is heard and seen.  Dance is seen but often one
needs to hear the music which accompanies it, in
order to more fully understand the dance.  These
observations are fairly self-evident.  Art is more often
than not a multi-sensory experience – there is nothing
new about “mixed media performance”.  Art may be
perceived through the senses but that is merely the
starting point for any aesthetic experience.
Architecture is experienced through sight and hearing
and touch and the combination of sensory inputs and
cognitive processes which provide us with a sense of
Space.  Music is heard and sometimes seen and is
experienced through Time.  Aesthetic experience is
created through a rich web of association, pattern
recognition, memory and the vastly complex process
of cognition.  The relationship between sensory
perception and cognition means that we can
experience and understand Time and Space in
aesthetic as well as physical terms.

Art and technology have always coexisted and
interacted.  Artists, in whatever media, are the
products and reflections of their environment and
Technology has always shaped that environment.  A
recent exhibition at the Australian Centre for the
Moving Image (ACMI) in Melbourne, Deep Space,
showcased the work of various Australian and
International artists working in the area of installation
and actively engaging with current visual and audio
technology.  Installation art, or the art of immersive
environments, can be seen as a direct response to the
potential offered by new technologies.  In her essay
‘Space Odysseys: Sensation and Immersion’1,
Victoria Lynn states that evolving technologies have
powerfully influenced our sense of geography, space
and travel.  Telecommunications technology means
that geographical separation is no longer a barrier to
communication or interaction.  Computer 3D
animation and advances in audio and visual

                                                  
 1 Lynn, Victoria. ‘Space Odysseys: sensation and
immersion’
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technology mean that we can experience a space
through ‘Virtual Reality’ that does not actually exist.
She continues, “…space is itself continually
morphed, in a constant state of electronic mobility.
Such changes have a profound affect on our
experience of the world.”2.

It is specifically this ‘electronic mobility’ of
sound and image that continues to fire the
imaginations of artists working in a variety of styles
and is resulting in the emergence of new creative
forms and approaches to the use of current and
emerging technologies.  Composer Steve Reich and
his partner, video artist Beryl Korot have been
developing their own artistic response to the potential
offered by audio and visual technologies in a series of
works, culminating in their latest epic production
Three Tales, a work dealing with three major
technological advances of the twentieth century – air
travel, the atomic bomb and cloning.  Technology has
been a strong influence in much of Reich’s work,
starting with his earliest pieces using tape and time
phasing.  The most recent works in collaboration with
Korot, incorporating digitally manipulated sound,
video and live performance, take technology as their
central theme as well as their modus operandi.  In her
article on Three Tales, Kila Packet describes the
Reich / Korot collaboration as “Where technology
meets imagination”3.  Packett makes the point that
digital editing software has allowed both Reich and
Korot to expand and develop the possibilities of their
respective art forms.  The result of their collaboration
is a new genre, crossing media boundaries, “…an art
form that is thriving in the first years of the twenty-
first century, but that has yet to receive a name.”4

Another American composer, Terry Riley was
commissioned by NASA to compose a new work for
the Kronos Quartet, Sun Rings5, based around sound
recordings made by the Voyager probe as it passed
through our solar system on its 25 year journey into
Deep Space.  Riley used the recordings as starting
points for ten short musical sections and the recorded
material was then constructed into soundscapes by
composer David Dvorin.  In the performance these
‘space sounds’ are triggered by the players with fibre-
optic wands.  The staging, lighting and video design
are by Willie Williams, best know for designing stage
shows for U2.  ‘Sun Rings is staged in front of three
giant screens onto which images from Space are
projected and the performers are surrounded by silver
light-tipped sticks – Art meets Science meets
Multimedia Spectacular.

                                                  
2 ibid.
3 Packet, Kila. ‘Pop Matters Music’, on line
4 ibid.
5 Riley / Kronos Quartet 2002

As these two examples show, the converging of
various new technologies and media is resulting in
the creation of new performance contexts and the
redefining of the boundaries between art forms.  My
recent work, An Opera of Clouds (2002) is a hybrid
form – part chamber music, part music theatre, part
soundscape, part installation.  The work encompasses
live performance (with and without amplification),
electroacoustic composition with live sound diffusion
and live mixing of video projections.  It is in all
senses a mixed media performance work, blurring the
boundaries between different modes of performance
and presentation and exploring new contexts for
musical expression.  In this paper I will focus on the
combination and interaction of audio and visual
technologies and describe how this interaction is
central to the realisation of the main concepts of the
work – imagination and the experience of time and
space.

An Opera of Clouds was composed over a period
of several years while living in Scotland.  The texts
are by Australian writer Alison Croggon and the
video images were created by Edinburgh based visual
artist Adrian Lear.  The initial idea for the work came
after seeing a performance of Harrison Birtwistle’s
Pulse Shadows in 1998; a work for chamber
ensemble, soprano and string quartet where the
different groupings inhabit different musical worlds.
Around this time I was becoming increasingly
interested and involved in electroacoustic
composition and collaborative work with visual
artists, particularly in the area of mixed media
installation and site specific work.  My ambition with
An Opera of Clouds was to combine these different
strands of my own creative practice and develop a
new form of performance work that utilised sound
and space in a more exploratory way than in the
standard music performance context.  Also around
this time (1997/98) I was introduced to the ideas of
several writers whose work addresses the concept of
Temporality as it relates to Music (I will discuss these
ideas in greater detail later in this paper).  It was this
theoretical perspective that gave me the conceptual
framework within which I could begin to explore and
articulate the themes of An Opera of Clouds.

The structure and form of An Opera of Clouds
could be described as ‘modular’ and is a response to
the challenges of combining different technologies
and modes of performance in the one performance
context.  The intention was to create a work that
could be adapted to a variety of performance contexts
and physical environments, through the
rearrangement of the various elements of the work.
For instance, the work can function as a continuous
performance of approximately an hour’s duration or it
could be realised as a series of separate but related
installation works, occurring in several adjoining
spaces.
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Figure 1.  Structure and Temporal Hierarchies of
An Opera of Clouds

The work is based around a series of nine texts by
Alison Croggon – three are spoken and six are set for
voice and chamber ensemble.  The placement of these
texts provides a series of fixed moments in the
structure around which the other material, sonic and
visual, is arranged.  The electroacoustic soundscapes
weave around these fixed moments, fading in and out
of aural focus and interacting with the live mix of
video images.  The sense of fluidity and flow
between live music and electroacoustic soundscape is
disrupted by three brass ‘interludes’ which punctuate
the work and shift the audience’s focus.  The overall
continuity of the work is provided by recurring or
continuing sonic and visual images which provide a
backdrop to work as a whole.

Goethe is supposed to have once commented that
‘Architecture is frozen Music’ and, like music,
Architecture is also experienced in time.  As we walk
from room to room we experience a sense of space by
our being in and moving through that space in time.
In a similar way, I wanted to explore the potential for
experiencing space as we listen to and experience
music through time.  The structure of An Opera of
Clouds reflects a strongly architectonic conception of
the work, with the various sonic and visual elements
of the work outlining a hierarchy of continua,
articulating different qualities of musical time and
space.  [see  Figure 1]

In order to discuss in detail my approach to
Temporality, or ‘experienced time’ in An Opera of
Clouds I will first refer to the work of two writers
whose theories about Music and Time have strongly
influenced my own work.  I was first made aware of
the work of Jonathan Kramer in 1997 when a
colleague suggested I read Kramer’s The Time of
Music as a possible approach to music analysis.

Kramer makes the assertion;  “Time is both the
essential component of musical meanings and the
vehicle by which music makes its deepest contact
with the human spirit.”6  Kramer’s work is very
strongly influenced by the theories of philosopher
Susanne Langer, in particular her book Feeling and
Form.  In this book Langer suggests that music can
be understood as a symbolic expression of time and
how we experience it.  She makes the clear
distinction between ‘clock time’, which she describes
as a “one-dimensional, infinite succession of
moments”7 and the time we experience when we
listen to a piece of music.  She describes this “lived”
or “experienced” time as a sense of passing time that
“…is measurable only in terms of sensibilities,
tensions and emotions … an altogether different
structure from practical or scientific time.”8

Kramer takes Langer’s ideas about musical time
as a starting point and develops a system of musical
taxonomy and analysis based on categories of
‘temporal modes’.  Kramer’s work attempts to isolate
the different types or qualities of musical time by
describing how various musical structures and
textures shape the listener’s perception of
temporality.  His two main categories are Linear and
Non Linear time, a division which roughly parallels
the philosophical distinction between ‘Becoming’ and
‘Being’, movement versus stasis.9.  He defines Linear
time as processive whereas Non Linear time is non-
processive.  Kramer proposes various related
categories of musical temporality which emphasise
the roles of continuity and discontinuity in the way
we listen to and experience musical time, as well as
the significance of durational proportions in the way
we perceive musical form.

                                                  
6 Kramer, Jonathan. The Time of Music, p.2
7 Langer, S. Feeling and Form, p.111
8 ibid., p.109
9 Kramer, P.17
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Although there is a certain amount of ambiguity
and openness in Kramer’s definitions, he emphasises
that these ‘temporal modes’ are strategies for
listening to and experiencing music and offer a way
of better understanding the variety of symbolic
meanings embedded in any piece of music.  The
strength of his approach is that it allows a multi-level
analysis of music, identifying the different qualities
of musical time and looking at the different
hierarchies of the musical edifice, adopting the
Schenkarian terms of musical fore-, mid- and
background .  It is this way of looking at musical
structure and form, the different hierarchies and
temporalities and their interaction, which influenced
the composition of An Opera of Clouds.

The passing of time is represented in various ways
through both the different sonic and visual layers of
An Opera of Clouds.  There is one single image
which provides a temporal continuity for the whole
work – a video projection of a tree on a hillside with
the almost imperceptible change in shape of the
clouds behind it and the gradual fading of the image
from light to darkness [figure 2].  This image lasts for
the entire duration of the work and functions as a
constant presence, a visual marker of the passing of
time, and a backdrop and point of reference from
which the rest of the work can be understood.  The
other visual and sonic layers of the piece represent
alternative ways of understanding or experiencing
time, reflecting different ‘temporal modes’.

Figure 2.  Still from Video
[copyright Adrian Lear 2002]

If the image of a lonely tree on the hillside
represents the temporal ‘background’ of the work,
then the electroacoustic soundscape forms the next
level up in the temporal hierarchy.  This component
of the work is a series of sound images – some

abstract and some referring directly to the texts -
which are combined to create a cloud of sound.  The
word ‘cloud’ here is particularly apt as what I
envisaged was a soundscape which continually
changes, morphs and reconfigures itself through the
layering and overlapping of various sound images
and textures.  This cloud of sound also recycles and
revisits material – a technique which I use to evoke a
sense of memory and association in the work.  The
spoken and sung texts share various recurring images
(clouds, water, birds) and the reference to these
images in the soundscapes is thus a structural device
to create association and relationship between
different elements of the work.  The quality of time in
these soundscapes is non linear in the sense that it is
based on cycles and recurrence of material, with each
cloud being open ended and part of a continuum that
proceeds throughout the work.  The clear sonic
identity of these ‘cloud’ sections and the relationship
between subsequent cloud sections creates a sense
that this sound world continues even when it is not
audibly present – like something which periodically
disappears from view but which the viewer knows is
there regardless.  An interrupted continuity.

The three live spoken vocal texts emerge from the
electroacoustic ‘cloudscapes’ but their identity as
sonic events is clearly distinguishable from the less
focussed ambience of the diffused soundscapes.  In
comparison, these three sections are like moments
where time stands still.  The immediacy created by

physical presence of the speaker,
combined with the amplification and
diffusion of the voice, creates at once
a sense of both intimacy and
expansiveness.  A sense of ‘Being’
rather than ‘Becoming’.

Where the electroacoustic ‘clouds’
offer a diffuse and amorphous sonic
experience, the six song settings for
voice and chamber ensemble are
intended to function as periods of
intense musical focus.  As with the
spoken texts, these ‘songs’ are
performed live (and without
amplification) and so have an
immediacy and physical proximity
which the ‘cloud’ sections lack.  The
performers are in front of the
audience, the singer is singing ‘to’
them in a direct and human exchange.
The human rather than technological

identity of these songs emphasises their almost
visceral quality in comparison to the cloud sections
between which frame them.  The temporality of the
songs is one of immediacy and focus, with a clear
linearity and a narrative structure in both the text and
music.  But these are also musical moments of being,
points along the continuum where the attention is
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actively engaged, where the immediacy of the live
creation of sound and all the tension inherent in this
act, creates a very clear and uncompromising musical
present.

The sonic continuum of the work is broken by the
interjection of the three ‘interludes’ for brass trio
which occur outside the performance space but are
still clearly audible.  These sections are short and self
contained and their clearly identifiable character
contrasts with the surrounding material.  However,
pre-recorded fragments of brass texture are woven
into the electroacoustic soundscape at several points
during the work, as both a prefiguring of these ideas
and as a recollection of them.  In this way the idea of
passing time is turned on its head – a small section of
recorded and manipulated brass sounds is heard in the
soundscape before the audience are aware of the
presence of the ‘live’ musicians.  Memory is used as
a temporal device and time is manipulated.

Alongside the sound world of An Opera of Clouds
there exists a parallel world of visual images,
articulating their own various temporalities.  In
addition to the continuous image of the hillside
described earlier, there are a series of video loops of
various images which are mixed live and projected
into several areas of the performance space.  These
images are recognisable yet random images, some
with a clear relationship to the texts and others with a
more abstract nature.  These images fade in and out,
often recurring, and represent captured moments of
time, the abstraction of the images contributing to the
general sense of strangeness which I aimed to create
in the work as a whole.  These recurring images also
play with the idea of memory and recollection in a
similar way to the use of recurring sonic images in
the electroacoustic soundscapes, providing another
level of relatedness and cohesion in the work.

Whereas Susanne Langer proposed that
“experiential time is the primary illusion of music”10,
she suggests that Space is the secondary illusion.
Langer states that music creates an illusion of
movement and this by its nature implies movement
through space, if only conceptually.  Tonality is
another example of a spatial understanding of music,
inherent in the sense of ‘distance’ or ‘proximity’ from
the tonic, and when we refer to music being ‘dense’
or ‘sparse’ in texuture we are also referring to spatial
concepts.  This use of terminology of orientation and
volume both imply space.  Langer states; “… the
space of music is never made wholly perceptible, as
the fabric of virtual time is; it is really an attribute of
musical time, an appearance that serves to develop
the temporal realm in more than one dimension.”11

                                                  
10 Langer, p.109
11 ibid., p.117

In this way Langer makes the point these illusions of
Time and Space in music are interrelated.

The architectural approach to the overall structure
of An Opera of Clouds is an indication that from the
outset the work is very much about conceptual as
well as perceptual space.  The various sonic elements
of the work have distinct identities and serve different
roles within the work, articulating different qualities
of time and space. The four sonic layers of the work
can be defined as:

1) Chamber Ensemble with Voice:  situated in the
main performance space, no amplification.  Specific,
focussed and apparent physical location resulting in a
real and directly experienced sense of space – the
musicians are clearly present in the space at that time.

2) Live spoken text:  performer at periphery of
main performance space; the voice is amplified with
sound diffused through speakers.  A clear physical
presence in the space but a voice that is filtered,
amplified and diffused so that it exists in a large
mobile space.

3) Brass Trio:  outside of main performance space
and out of view, no amplification.  The lack of a
visible sound source creates a sense of confusion as
to whether the sounds are real or recorded and also
emphasises the sense of another space, events taking
place elsewhere.

4) Electroacoustic Soundscape:  diffused through
a four speaker set up in the main performance space.
Consists of various recorded environmental sounds
with clear physical associations of another space, eg.
Wind, Water, Birds, Voices.

The spatial position and auditory location of
sound are the main ways in which these four sonic
layers are differentiated, using the physical or
perceived location of the sound source or as a means
of articulating space.  Auditory localisation is central
to how we perceive and understand a particular
sound.  Live sound diffusion through a multi speaker
system quite literally allows us to move sound around
the space creating the illusion of mobility.  Through
this use of live sound diffusion, as well as physical
positioning of performers, the work sets up an
interaction between the sound and the performance
environment.

The other way that space is explored through the
work, defined as the fourth sonic layer, is by
manipulation the imagined source or location of the
sound.  A sense of ‘virtual’ space is created through
the use of specific sonic (and visual) images that
clearly denote a space other than the performance
setting.  These digitally recorded sounds are used to
create soundscapes which, when combined with
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visual images, result in an immersive environment, an
imaginary space, a virtual reality.  The fact that the
electroacoustic ‘cloudscape’ sections lack a physical
presence impacts significantly on the way they are
experienced by the listener.  These disembodied
sounds are removed from a direct aural experience by
the absence of their original sound source, yet the
nature of the sound source is implicit in the sounds
themselves.  Christian Metz discusses this quality of
recorded sound in his article ‘Aural Objects’ where
he states; “‘To understand’ a perceptual event is not
to describe it exhaustively but to be able to classify
and categorise it: to designate the object of which it is
an example.”12   The sound that we hear is
understood in terms of its imagined source – the
sound of “lapping” is not heard as just a set of
frequencies but as a particular sound made by gently
lapping waves.  The clear associative link between
recorded sound and imagined sound source is
exploited in An Opera of Clouds to create a sense of
imaginary space.

The exploration of the experience of Time and
Space in An Opera of Clouds is achieved largely
through the use of variety of audio and visual
technologies.  Video images are edited, slowed down
and looped. then projected and mixed in real time to
create a sense of fluidity and interaction with the
sound material.  The soundscapes are created through
the manipulation of digitally recorded environmental
sounds using a variety of editing and sound
processing software.  In the case of both the visual
and sonic material, what the technology allows us to
do is to mobilise these images.  In his book Digital
Aesthetics, Sean Cubitt discusses the ways in which
sound recording technology allows us to separate
sound from its source and recontextualise it and thus
influences the way we listen.  As well as the primary
auditory perception involved in the act of listening,
memory and association also come into play, helping
to create a context for the things we are hearing.
Cubitt states that recording technology “negates
memory by replacing it with an external storage”13.
He continues, “every recording is a piece of the past
restorable to the present.”14  Although I don’t
necessarily agree that this technology negates
memory, the ability to mobilise sound allows us to
manipulate memory and create our own landscape of
association.

In his essay ‘Reflections on the poetics of time in
electroacoustic music’, Julio D’Escrivan states that
the ability to exactly reproduce and manipulate a
sound event and its unfolding gives rise to a ‘virtual
time’ and is “…the means of shaping the listener’s
                                                  
12 Metz, Christian.  ‘Aural Objects’ in Film Sound:
Theory and Practice, p.156
13 Cubitt, S.  Digital Aesthetics, p.99
14 ibid., p.100

memory and his perception of musical pace.”15

D’Escrivan argues that recorded sound is imbued
with its own temporal identity and that by using
recorded sound in electroacoustic composition the
composer is able to translate and superimpose these
temporalities onto their composition.  He continues,
“Refrain, mimesis and quotation are the instruments
that allow us to shape the musical narrative through
the articulation of time; they are its poetic
principles”.16

These observations about the impact of recorded
sound are, I feel, equally applicable to recorded visual
images and the sense of space which they can create.
French phenomenologist Gaston Bachelard discusses
the strong associative quality of specific physical
spaces in his book The Poetics of Space.  Bachelard
discusses the particular qualities and essences of
specific domestic spaces as well as the dialectic
between the concepts of ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ spaces.
From his phenomenological perspective, particular
physical spaces come to exist as archetypes in our
imaginations – a cellar has a quite different set of
imaginative associations than does an attic or a cave.
Even a door has a particular ‘essence’; “The door
schematises two strong  possibilities, which sharply
classify two types of daydream.  At times, it is closed,
bolted, padlocked.  At others, it is open, that is to say,
wide open.”17  It is precisely this phenomenological
approach that I have adopted in the use of both visual
and sonic images in An Opera of Clouds.

The lines from Alison Croggon’s poem ‘Angels’
quoted at the beginning of this paper, “rumoured
wings in rooms / where doors and windows shudder
shut against them”, allude to an image or
‘phenomena’ which is then reflected in both the
visual and sonic elements of An Opera of Clouds.
Rather than merely illustrating the text, the idea or
essence of these lines is reflected in particular
moments of the electroacoustic soundscape
(manipulated recordings of banging shutters) and
videoscape (doorways and windows in derelict
buildings).  This phenomenological approach to the
use of recorded sound and image is central to the
aims of the work – to evoke and manipulate memory
and association in order to create a sense of
archetypal spaces within the work.

Although An Opera of Clouds is representative of
an emerging genre of new forms of mixed media
performance discussed earlier in this paper, I feel the
main innovation of the work is in its approach to
cognition.  The use of a variety of audio and visual
                                                  
15 D’Escrivan, Julio.  ‘Reflections on the poetics of
time in electoacoustic music’, in Contemporary
Music Review, p.197.
16 ibid., p.200
17 Bachelard, Gaston. The Poetics of Space, p.222
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technologies, in the form of digital editing and
manipulation of sound and image, as well as the
means of electronically projecting sound and image
into a particular space, has enabled me to create an
immersive performance experience which engages
directly with the imagination of the audience.
Bachelard uses the expression “intimate immensity”
to describe the nature of imagined experience and this
is exactly the type of feeling I have aimed to create in
An Opera of Clouds.  As well as allowing us to
mobilise sound and image, audio technology has also
enabled me to create an intimacy of experience
through the amplification and diffusion of sound.  A
whisper, or the sound of gently lapping waves or the
rattling of a shutter are all very delicate, intimate
sounds, normally associated with close physical
proximity.  The ability to manipulate the associative
properties of sound, to recontexualise and mobilise
these “aural objects” allows me to tap into the
imagination of the listener and create a virtual world
with a variety of layers of meaning and significance.
Time and Space become the dimensions in which
these imagined experiences take place, in the
“intimate immensity” of the audience’s imagination.
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